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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, a methodology for the energy analysis of a lithium-ion battery module cooled by a serpentine 
cooling plate is proposed. A novel lumped electro-thermal model of a cooled module is calibrated and validated: 
thermal nodes are assigned to the Li-ion cells, the cooling plate, the thermal pad, and the coolant. The model is 
experimentally characterized and validated, and a maximum root mean square error equal to 1.44 % for the 
electrical model is obtained; all the errors of the thermal models are kept below the 2 %. The proposed approach 
allows to identify, with a low computational cost and reduced calculation time, the thermal evolution of the 
nodes depending on the environmental and operating conditions considered. This aspect is of fundamental 
importance to identify hot spots in the module and to prevent possible dangerous events such as thermal 
runaway. To highlight these advantages, an extended fast-charging parametric study of the module is carried out, 
considering 240 simulations, varying 4 parameters (ambient temperature, required electric power, temperature 
and coolant volumetric flow) and monitoring 3 variables (peak temperature in the module at the end of the 
charging process, thermal gradient, and time spent in the optimal temperature range), allowing to identify the 
combinations of operating parameters that permit the rapid charging of the module under optimal conditions. 
Furthermore, the energy analysis provides an estimation of the charging efficiency of the cells, which is around 
90 % for every considered thermal boundary. The heat generated by the cells, the heat dissipated into the coolant 
and the heat absorbed by the other module components are estimated. In a 4C charge 80 % of total heat is 
dissipated into the coolant, while this quantity increases to 95 % in a 1C charge. The reduced computational time 
and cost make this model suitable both for cooling system design and for control strategies development.   

List of symbols  

Symbols Description 

A area, m2 

ci specific heat of ith node, J • kg− 1K− 1 

Cth thermal capacity of the lithium-ion cell, J • K− 1 

CAh measured capacity, Ah 
C1 double layer capacitance, F 
Cn nominal capacity at Tref , Ah 
CT Average measured capacity at temperature T, Ah 
CMAX

T Maximum capacity measured at temperature T, Ah 
CMIN

T Minimum capacity measured at temperature T, Ah 
[C] capacitance matrix 
D diameter of the cell, m 
d distance, m 
Estored Energy stored in the cells during charging, Wh 

(continued on next column)  

(continued ) 

Symbols Description 

Eprovided Electrical energy provided for the module charging, Wh 
h Heat transfer coefficient, W • m− 2K− 1 

I electrical current, A 
L length of the cell, m 
ka thermal conductivity in the axial direction, W • m− 1K− 1 

kr thermal conductivity in the radial direction, W • m− 1K− 1 

[K] Conductance matrix 
mi mass of ith node, kg 
ṁwg mass flow of the water-glycol mixture, kg/s 
Ncells Total number of the cells in the module 
Nu Nusselt number 
Δp pressure drop, bar 
Pbatt battery power, W 
Qd Heat dissipated by the cells, Wh 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

Symbols Description 

Qabs Heat absorbed by the cells, Wh 
Qg Heat generation of the cells, Wh 
Q̇g Heat generated by the cells, W 
Pr Prandtl number 
R0 ohmic resistance, Ω 
R1 charge transfer resistance, Ω 
Rk conductive resistance, K/W 
Rc convective resistance, K/W 
Rx− y conductive resistance between two module components, K/W 
Rwg conductive resistance between contiguous coolant nodes, K/W 
Rel,tab Electric resistance of the connection plate, Ω 
r cell radius, m 
sp calibration parameter for pressure drops regression model 
T temperature, K 
t time, s 
Δt1− 2 pulse duration, s 
thtab thickness of the electrical connection, m 
v voltage, V 
V̇f volumetric flow of the coolant, m3/s   

Subscripts  
0 Beginning of the process 
air Air surrounding the cells 
c Coolant 
cell Lithium-ion cell 
end End of the process 
foam Thermal pad between cell and cold plate 
plate Cold plate 
surf Surface 
tab Electrical connection between cells 
wg Water-glycol 
Greek letters  
η coulombic efficiency 
ξ electrical resistivity, Ωm 
μ dynamic viscosity, m2/s 
ρ density, kg/m3   

Acronyms  
BMS Battery management system 
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle 
CCCV Constant Current Constant Voltage 
CFD Computational fluid dynamics 
ECM Equivalent Circuit Model 
HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
HPPC Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization 
LFP Lithium iron phosphate 
OCV Open circuit voltage 
PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicle 
RMSE Root Mean Square Error 
SOC State of charge  

1. Introduction 

Electrified vehicles (BEV, PEV, HEV) are massively spreading in the 
last years due to recent regulations at European [1] and international 
level [2]. This conversion of the automotive fleet is aimed to reduce 
pollutants and emissions from vehicles [3]. Electrified vehicles have 
been recognized as one of the possible solutions to this problem, even 
though, in order to reduce global emissions significantly, a conversion of 
the electricity production system to renewable energy sources is needed 
[4]. Apart of the cars, also buses, lorries and boats are transitioning to 
electrified powertrains [5]. Therefore, there is a huge need for devel-
oping solutions to the different applications in which an electrified 
powertrain is used. The component which needs the major development 
efforts is the lithium-ion battery [6]. Some of the major issues of this 
component are related to the thermal management [7] and to the fast 
charging [8]. A lithium-ion battery, in fact, is supposed to work properly 
only in a limited range of temperatures [9]. A thermal management 
system should avoid that the battery works neither under extremely high 
temperatures [10], at which thermal runaway can occur, nor at very low 
temperatures, at which other problems, such as the formation of 

dendrites [11] and the capacity loss and resistance increase may worsen 
the performance and create danger [12]. To improve the solutions to 
these problems and get a better understanding of the thermal issues of a 
lithium-ion battery, it is fundamental to develop electro-thermal models 
able to provide a sufficiently precise description of the mechanisms of 
heat generation inside a lithium-ion cell and of its propagation and 
transfer inside the cell itself and among the different cells of a lithium- 
ion battery pack [13]. Two main categories of battery models are dis-
cussed in the literature: physical electro-chemical models need a deep 
understanding of the mass transport, electrochemistry and diffusion 
phenomena occurring inside the cells and may provide a precise 
description of the phenomena, nut at the cost of a high calculation time 
and the need to calibrate many parameters [14]; lumped electro-thermal 
models, generally based on analogies (ECMs or nodal networks are 
based on analogies with electrical circuits) are characterized by lower 
calculation times and less calibration parameters, but they need gener-
ally more testing for determination of lumped parameters [15]. Due to 
their relative easiness of use and computation speed, lumped models can 
be more adequately integrated into the battery management system 
temperature control strategies for on-line temperature estimation. 

In the literature, plenty of models of lithium-ion battery modules are 
available. Nonetheless, while many lumped thermal models are avail-
able for a stand-alone cell, most module/battery thermal models in the 
literature are 3D/CFD based. Li et al. [16] proposed a three-dimensional 
electrochemical-thermal model to describe the thermal evolution of 
battery packs. Free and forced air convection cooling systems were 
compared by employing a CFD model. This methodology needs a CFD 
software to solve the governing equations. Morali [17] analyzed the 
effect of several parameters (temperature, discharge rate, depth of 
discharge, heat transfer coefficient) on the thermal evolution of a bat-
tery pack composed by LMO prismatic cells. In this case ANSYS Fluent 
CFD software was used to solve the multi-scale multi-dimensional gov-
erning equations. Once again, the use of CFD software for solving the 
model equations hugely affected the calculation time and the compu-
tational cost. Jiaqiang et al. [18] investigated the thermal evolution of 
an air-cooled 60-cell battery module. They analyzed different air- 
cooling strategies by means of a computational fluid dynamics 
method, finding that the use of a baffle improved the air flow distribu-
tion. Akbarzadeh et al. [19] analyzed a 12-cell prismatic module by 
using a 3D thermal model at room temperature. In this case, the authors 
also used a lumped thermal network and a three-dimensional thermal 
model at different environment temperatures, but no analysis of the 
coupling with a thermal management system was presented. Saw et al. 
[20] analyzed a battery pack composed of 24 cylindrical cells. They used 
a computational fluid dynamics model to analyze the thermal evolution 
of the module coupled with an air-cooling system, evaluating the 
refrigeration capability of the thermal management system at different 
charging rates. Bahiraei et al. [21] proposed a 3D electrochemical- 
thermal model aimed to understand the impact of several design and 
operating parameters on a battery module composed by 6 prismatic 
cells. All the governing equations were solved by using the Finite Ele-
ments Method (FEM) in COMSOL software. Zhao et al. [22] studied the 
thermal behavior of a lithium-ion battery module during charging/dis-
charging phases by means of a computational fluid dynamics model. The 
aim of their analysis was to investigate the effect of the charge/discharge 
rate, the liquid flow rate, the heat exchange area and the interfacing of 
the cells with the side cooling plate. 

The novelty of this work consists in the fact that a complete lumped 
methodology for battery module characterization is proposed: the 
lumped thermal nodal network representation is used to describe not 
only the stand-alone cell thermal behavior, but also the whole battery 
module thermal behavior. This approach is very different from most of 
the models proposed in literature which either use 3D/CFD approach 
both for cell and module level thermal characterization or they use 
lumped thermal model only at cell level, keeping the 3D/CFD repre-
sentation at module level. These differences between the proposed 
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model and the ones available in literature are summarized in Table 1. 
The major novelties of the proposed model can be summarized as 

follows:  

• there is a single thermal nodal network which represents the thermal 
evolution of all the solid components of the module, which are not 
only the cells, but also the electrical connections, the thermal contact 
foam, and the cooling plate.  

• the model also assigns nodes to each coolant: nodes are assigned to 
the air surrounding the cells (allowing to calculate the heat, even 
though minimal, that is dissipated in the air) and other nodes are 
assigned to the refrigerant coolant (allowing to calculate the heat 
dissipated in the cooling system).  

• the model is totally independent from other external models, and 
once the inputs have been assigned (coolant temperature Tf , ambient 
temperature Tamb, volumetric flow V̇f , power demand Pbatt), and the 
parameters (thermal and electrical parameters, previously deter-
mined through testing campaign), it allows calculating the thermal 
evolution of a battery module when varying power demand and 
conditions of the refrigeration circuit. 

These characteristics allows to use this model either for design 
studies (once fixed the power demand of the module, the temperature 
and mass flow of the coolant can be determined to make the module 
operates within the optimal temperature range), or for control strate-
gies, due to its relatively low computational time and easiness of the 
calibration process. 

Heat generation is assigned to the cells: this is calculated thanks to 
the parameters which have been calibrated in the experimental 
campaign. Heat generation has been assigned also to the electrical 
connections using the electrical resistivity of the material and the di-
mensions of this component. Since the proposed lumped model de-
scribes the whole module coupled with its thermal management system, 
this aspect makes it suitable not only for off-line studies, but also for 
integration into BMS temperature control strategies (on-line use). In this 
paper, a thermal analysis of the module is proposed: by varying the 
volumetric flow and the temperature of the coolant, the ambient tem-
perature, and the charging rate. The goal of the analysis is to determine 
under which conditions, during a fast-charging event, the module can 
work properly in the optimal range of temperature, what is the tem-
perature achieved, which are the hot spots and what spatial temperature 

differences are induced inside the module. 
This work is divided into seven sections: after this introduction, 

Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the experimental tools; 
Section 3 describes the numerical tools developed in this study; Section 
4 deals with the experimental campaign carried out in order to deter-
mine the model parameters; Section 5 discusses the validation of the 
model; Section 6 describes the parametric study carried out in order to 
understand the thermal performance of the module; and Section 7 is 
dedicated to the conclusions. 

2. Experimental tools 

A cylindrical lithium-ion cell has been characterized in this work. 
The main characteristics of the cell are listed in Table 2. 

The cell has been tested in order to calibrate its internal parameters. 
The battery tester used for the charge/discharge process is an Arbin 
battery cycler with 4 channels, each of them providing 100 A and 10 V. 
The control of ambient temperature is achieved with a thermal chamber 
from Espec. Data was recorded with a datalogger, and temperature was 
measured with K-type thermocouples applied on the surface and ter-
minals of the cells. The cell was held during testing activities by a holder 
realized in-house. The test bench composed by the Arbin tester and the 
Espec thermal chamber is shown in Fig. 1. 

Another test bench was devised to characterize the cold plate 
designed for the cooling of the battery module. The cold plate used for 
this application is shown in Fig. 2 and its characteristics are listed in 
Table 3. 

This test bench, as Fig. 3 shows, is composed by the following 
elements:  

• A water pump, to override pressure losses and produce the mixture of 
water and refrigerant flow through the installation. 

• A Krohne Optiflux 4000 DN15 electromagnetic flowmeter to mea-
sure the refrigerant flow.  

• A 4500 W resistor to heat the refrigerant when necessary and a PID 
(RKC REX-AC110 model) to regulate the power to be supplied to the 
resistor.  

• A shell and tubes heat exchanger to cool the refrigerant coolant from 
the cooling plate.  

• A chiller as a cold source connected to the previously mentioned. 

Finally, a summary of the estimated uncertainties associated with 
typical measurement values is presented in Table 4, both for the elec-
trical and for the hydraulic test bench. 

3. Numerical tools 

In this work a model of a cylindrical cell module cooled with a coil- 
type cold plate is proposed. Every cell is electrically modeled with an 
independent ECM; then, the heat generated by each cell is given as an 
input to the thermal nodal network (TNN). The TNN model calculates 
the temperature of each element and gives back to each ECM the cell 
temperature that will be used to calculate the new value of electrical 

Table 1 
Models comparison.  

Work Cell electric model Thermal 
model: cell 
level 

Thermal 
model: module 
level 

Broatch et al. 
(present 
work) 

ECM 1st order Lumped 
thermal model 

Lumped 
thermal model 

Li et al. [16] Electrochemical single 
particle model 

3D Model 
(Comsol Multi- 
physics 5.5) 

3D Model 
(Comsol Multi- 
physics 5.5) 

Morali et al. 
[17] 

NTGK semi-empirical 
model 

3D CFD ANSYS 
CFX 

3D CFD ANSYS 
CFX 

Jianqiang et al. 
[18] 

ECM 1st order Lumped 
thermal model 

3D CFD ANSYS 
FLUENT 

Akbarzadeh 
et al. [19] 

Measurement of OCV and 
voltage at different T and 
SOC 

Lumped 
thermal model 

3D CFD ANSYS 
FLUENT 

Saw et al. [20] Measurement of heat 
generation in the 
calorimeter 

3D CFD ANYS 
FLUENT 

3D CFD ANSYS 
FLUENT 

Bahiraei et al. 
[21] 

Electrochemical model: 
porous electrode theory 

3D Model 
(Comsol Multi- 
physics 5.2) 

3D Model 
(Comsol Multi- 
physics 5.2) 

Zhao et al. [22] Electrochemical model Lumped 
thermal model 

3D CFD ANSYS 
FLUENT  

Table 2 
32,700 cylindrical lithium-ion cell.  

Characteristic Value 

Nominal Capacity 6 Ah 
Nominal Voltage 3.2 V 
Maximum Voltage 3.65 V 
Minimum Voltage 2 V 
Diameter 32 mm 
Length 70 mm 
Cathode/Anode Chemistry LFP/Graphite 
Discharge temperature [− 10 60] ◦C 
Charge temperature [0 45] ◦C  
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parameters, and this is repeated until the simulation finishes. The 
structure of the model is shown in Fig. 4. 

3.1. Cell electro-thermal model 

The electrical behavior of the cell is described with an equivalent 
circuit model, show in Fig. 5. This type of model describes the cell based 
on an analogy with an electrical circuit where the input is the electric 
current and the output is the voltage across the cell terminals. The 
advantage of using this type of model consists in the fact that it is suf-
ficient to calibrate a few parameters experimentally, and a deep 
knowledge of electrochemical, diffusion and mass transport phenomena 
is not required. In this work a first order equivalent circuit model has 
been calibrated [24]. 

In this model, 4 parameters need to be calibrated:  

• The open circuit voltage OCV = f(SOC): this parameter represents 
the voltage delivered by the cell when it is idle and it has been 
estimated running quasistatic open circuit voltage tests at different 
temperatures. The results of the characterization of this parameter 
will be presented in Section 4. 

The state of charge of the cell is estimated according to coulombic 
counting method, as follows [25]: 

SOC = SOC0 −
1

CAh

∫ t

t0
ηIdt (1) 

Fig. 1. Test bench for battery cell characterization.  

Fig. 2. Cold plate used for module refrigeration.  

Table 3 
Cold plate characteristics.  

Characteristic Value 

Wall Thickness 2.4 mm 
Width 0.45mm 
Height 47.6 mm 
Material Aluminum  
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• The ohmic resistance R0 = f(SOC, c − rate,T) which is a lumped 
parameter that takes into account the losses due to Joule effect 
occurring in the different components of a lithium-ion cell, that are 
the current collectors, the electrodes (anode and cathode) and the 
separator [26]. This parameter changes with the SOC, the tempera-
ture and the electrical current: for this reason, it is calibrated through 
Hybrid Power Pulse Characterization (HPPC) tests repeated at 
different temperatures as shown in Section 4 [27].  

• The charge-transfer resistance R1 = f(SOC, c − rate,T) which is a 
lumped parameter that takes into account the losses due to the 
migration of the ions from the solid phase (electrode) to the liquid 
phase (electrolyte). This kind of losses are concentrated in the anode 
and the cathode. As in the case of the ohmic resistance, this 
parameter has been calibrated through HPPC tests repeated at 
different temperatures [28].  

• The double-layer capacitance C1 = f(SOC, c − rate,T) which allows 
to describe the dynamic behavior of the cell and is again calibrated 
with HPPC tests. 

The governing equations of a first order model are the following ones 
[29]: 

v(t) = OCV(SOC(t) ) − vc(t) − R0I(t) (2)  

dvc(t)
dt

=
1

C1

(

I −
vc(t)
R1

)

(3) 

Once the electrical model has been calibrated, it is possible to give an 
estimation of the heat generation in a lithium-ion cell [23]. In this work, 
the heat generation has been estimated as in Eq. (4): 

Q̇g = I • (v − OCV) (4) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (4) represents the irreversible heat 
generated in every component of the cell (current collectors, anode, 
cathode and separator). The irreversible heat is given by ohmic, acti-
vation and concentration polarization. Ohmic polarization is due to 
charge transport; activation polarization is due to potential difference 
between actual and equilibrium values; and concentration polarization 
is due to changes in electrolyte concentration due to ion migration 
through the electrode/electrolyte interface. 

The heat generation is the input of the thermal model. In this work, a 
nodal network has been proposed to describe the thermal behavior of 
the cell. The nodal network is represented in Fig. 6 and it is composed of 
4 solid nodes: one for the external surface (node 4 in Fig. 6), one for each 
of the two terminals (node 1 and 3 in Fig. 6) and one for the core (node 2 
in Fig. 6). The core node is connected to the other cells nodes through 
the conductive resistances (Rk1, Rk2, Rk3). A convective heat flux is 
associated to surface and terminal nodes through convective resistances 
(Rc1,Rc2,Rc3). Values of density, thermal conductivity and specific heat 
capacity are assigned to each of the nodes according to the material 
composition [30]. A volume is assigned to each node in order to 
calculate its thermal capacitance. Heat generation is assigned to the core 
node and to the terminals according to the distribution proposed by 
Nazari et al. in [31]. 

The governing equation of the thermal model, for a generic node, is 
obtained from an energy balance in the node as [32]: 

mici
Ti

t+Δt − Ti
t

Δt
=

∑

j
Kij

(
Tj

t+Δt − Ti
t+Δt

)
+
∑

k
Q̇k→i +

∑

j
hijAij

(
Tf − Ti

t+Δt

)

(5) 

The left-hand side of Eq. (5) considers the heating of the cell node 
due to its thermal capacity; the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(5) takes into account the conductive heat transfer with the other solid 
nodes, while the second term represents the heat generation at the node 
and the third term represents the convective heat transfer with coolant 
nodes. This equation is solved with an implicit formulation, which is 
chosen because it is unconditionally stable. Eq. (5) is applied to each 
solid and coolant node so that a matrix equation is obtained: 

[Tt] = ([K] − [C] )− 1( [Tbc] − [C][Tt− Δt]
)

(6)  

3.2. Model of the module coupled with the serpentine cooling plate 

A nodal network for the thermal modelling of the module is needed. 

Fig. 3. Test bench for cold plate characterization.  

Table 4 
Uncertainty of the variables.  

Variable Symbol Uncertainty σ [%]

Current I 0.33% 
Voltage v 0.1% 
Temperature T 1.68% 
Volumetric flow V̇f 0.3% 
Pressure p 0.5%  
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The components of the module are shown in Fig. 7:  

• (a): Upper view of the cells connected in series and parallel and their 
holders.  

• (b): View of the cells and the serpentine cooling plate whose wavy 
shape guarantees a good contact with the cells surfaces.  

• (c): Lower view of the cells connected in series and parallel and their 
holders. 

• (d): Details of the series connection of the cells: the negative termi-
nals of 5 cells are connected to the positive terminals of other 5 cells 
through a nickel connection plate.  

• (e): Detail of the positive terminal of the battery (5 cells on the left 
side) connected by means of a connection plate to which the power 
cable will also be connected; the 5 cells on the other side are also 

Fig. 4. Structure of the lumped electro-thermal battery module.  

Fig. 5. First order equivalent circuit model.  

Fig. 6. Nodal network of one cell.  
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interconnected and they make the negative terminal of the module 
available to connection with the power cable. 

The nodal network for a single cell is represented in Fig. 8 and the 
whole module is composed by the following elements:  

• 60 cells, composing the module, connected electrically with the 
configuration 12S5P, that is 12 cells in series and 5 in parallel. To 
each cell, 4 solid nodes are assigned, as explained in the previous 
sub-section.  

• 13 electrical connection plates, whose material is nickel. Through 
these plates, the electrical connections needed in order to meet 
power and energy requirements are realized. To each of these plates, 
1 node is assigned.  

• Foam, to ensure good thermal contact between the lateral surface of 
the cells and the cooling plate and also to avoid electrical contact 
between cells and the cooling plate. Foam is discretized into 6 nodes.  

• Cooling plate, through which the cooling liquid flows. For the plate a 
discretization in 4 nodes has been considered.  

• Cooling fluid, that is a mixture of water and glycol (50 % glycol). In 
order to take into account the heating of the coolant due to the heat 
dissipated by the cells, 4 nodes were assigned to the water-glycol 
mixture. The glycol comes in at a certain temperature Tc and with 
a certain volumetric flow V̇f and then, according to ambient tem-
perature and heat generated, it can heat up or cool down.  

• Air surrounding the cells: all the components of the module are 
covered by a box; nonetheless the model should take into account the 
little volumes of air between the cells. Therefore, a discretization of 
the air volume in the battery module has been considered. 

Summarizing the previous information, Table 5 shows all the ele-
ments considered in this thermal nodal representation with their cor-
responding number of nodes. 

The following aspects were considered for model development: 

• Heat convection between each cell in the module and the sur-
rounding air nodes. This convective heat transfer depends on the 
heat transfer coefficient in free convection with air and on the 

surface in direct contact with the surrounding air. The convective 
resistance Rc2 can be expressed as follows: 

Rc2 =
1

hairAsurf ,air
(7)   

• Heat conduction between each cell in the module and the corre-
sponding electrical connection plates at positive and negative ter-
minals. This thermal resistance depends on the thermal conductivity 
of the materials and the base area of the cells: 

Rk4 = Rk5 =
dcell,tab

kcell,tabAbase
(8)    

• Heat conduction between each cell and the correspondent foam 
node, which depends on the surface in contact with the foam and on 
the thermal conductivity of the materials: 

Rsurf − foam =
ln
(

rcell
rfoam

)

2πkcell,foamL
(9)    

• Heat conduction between each foam node and the correspondent 
cooling plate node. The conductive resistance depends on mutual 
heat transfer area and the thermal conductivity of the materials: 

Rfoam− plate =
ln
(

rfoam
rplate

)

2πkfoam,plateL
(10)   

• Heat convection between each cooling plate node and the corre-
sponding water-glycol node. This conductive heat transfer depends 
on the heat transfer coefficient. Calculated employing a heat transfer 
correlation for forced convection with water-glycol mixtures vali-
dated with the results of a computational fluid dynamics code, and 
on the heat transfer area: 

Rplate− wg =
1

hwgAplate,wg
(11) 

Fig. 7. (a): Upper side of the module; (b): Assembly of the cells with the cooling plate; (c): Lower side of the module; (d): detail of the series connection; (e): detail of 
the of the positive and negative terminal of the module. 
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Other thermal resistances, that are not visible in Fig. 8, are consid-
ered in the model in order to account for heat transfer between 
contiguous nodes of the same material/coolant:  

• Heat conduction between each air node and contiguous air nodes; a 
thermal contact resistance is considered for this heat transfer: 

Rair− air =
dair contiguous nodes

kairAair contiguous nodes
(12)   

Fig. 8. Frontal view of the nodal network of the battery module (a) Plane view of the nodal network of the battery module (b).  

Table 5 
Components of the module and model discretization for the thermal network.  

Component Nodes per unit Number of components Nodes in total 

Cells 4 60 240 
Snake cooling plate 4 1 4 
Foam 2 3 6 
Water-glycol 5 1 5 
Connection tabs 1 13 13 
Air 1 33 33 
Box 1 1 1 
Total – – 302  
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• Heat conduction between each foam node and contiguous nodes; 
again, a thermal contact resistance is considered: 

Rfoam− foam =
dfoam contiguous nodes

kfoamAfoam contiguous nodes
(13)    

• Heat conduction between each cooling plate node and contiguous 
nodes; again, a thermal contact resistance is considered for this heat 
transfer: 

Rplate− plate =
dplate contiguous nodes

kplateAplate contiguous nodes
(14)    

• Heat convection between each coolant node and contiguous nodes; a 
thermal contact resistance is considered based on the mass flowing 
through the cooling plate and its specific heat capacity: 

Rwg =
1

cp,wgṁwg
(15)    

• Heat generation is assigned to all electrical connection plate nodes, 
considering the following expression of the electrical resistance of 
tab node: 

Rel,tab = ξ
thtab

Atab
(16)    

• Specific heat capacity and density values are assigned to each node, 
in order to calculate their thermal capacitance. 

4. Characterization campaign 

In order to validate the models, it is needed to characterize the pa-
rameters introduced in Section 3. In this section, a detailed analysis of 
characterization campaign of the electrical parameters is explained, and 
the main results are shown; the numerical estimation of thermal pa-
rameters follows; finally, the experimental characterization of the 
cooling plate and the estimation of heat transfer coefficient through 
computational fluid dynamics simulations is provided. 

4.1. Experimental characterization of electrical parameters 

The electrical parameters of the lithium-ion cell which are needed to 
be characterized are the following ones:  

• Actual capacity of the cell, which varies with respect of temperature 
and current.  

• Open Circuit Voltage of the cell, which varies with state of charge 
and temperature.  

• Resistive and capacitive parameters, which are estimated through 
post-processing of HPPC test results, and they vary with respect of 
temperature, charge/discharge rate and state of charge of the cell. 

4.1.1. Capacity characterization 
To characterize the capacity of the cell in different conditions of 

discharge rate and temperature, a capacity test is repeated at 3 tem-
peratures (0, 10 and 20 ◦C) and 6 discharge rates (C/40, C/4, C/2, 1C, 2C 
and 4C). This characterization allows to have a good estimation of this 
parameter and of the SOC, which depends on the actual capacity from 
the coulomb counting method. The capacity test consists of a charge of 
the cell according to constant current – constant voltage protocol 
(CCCV) [33]. This protocol consists in charging the cell until it reaches 
the maximum voltage (constant current phase), and then, keeping the 
voltage constant (constant voltage) and letting the current decrease until 
it reaches a cut-off value (generally the 5 % of the charge current). After 

that, the cell is allowed to rest for 1 h, in order to finish all the relaxation 
process and finally the cell is discharged at constant current until it 
reaches the allowed minimum voltage. 

The results of the characterization of the capacity of the examined 
cell are shown in Fig. 9. 

The capacity of a lithium-ion cell increases with respect of the tem-
perature. This is due to the fact that all the diffusion and mass transport 
phenomena happening inside the cell are favored at higher temperatures 
[34]. Furthermore, considering that the nominal capacity of the cell is 
measured at standard temperature (23 ◦C) and at 1C, the results ob-
tained at 20 ◦C can be assumed as a confirmation of manufacturer 
specification. This aspect can be also expressed as shown in Table 6: for 
each temperature, the average of the measurements is expressed as a 
percentage of the nominal value. As expected at 0 ◦C, the average 
measured capacity is 9 % less than the nominal value; at 20 ◦C, instead, 
the average measured capacity is almost equal to nominal capacity. 
Furthermore, at a given temperature, it is shown the difference between 
the maximum and minimum values obtained at different discharge 
rates. At 0 ◦C, the discharge rate can't be neglected: discharging the cell 
at different c-rates leads to a maximum measured difference of almost 
the 9 % of the nominal capacity; instead, at 20 ◦C, among the considered 
discharging rates, it is noticed a much less influence than at lower 
temperatures [35]. 

4.1.2. OCV characterization 
The OCV has been determined according to quasi-static OCV test 

protocol: this test is based on a charge and discharge of the cell at a very 
low current [36]. The test is called “quasi-static” because even though 
the current is not equal to zero and the polarization processes are not 
completely absent, it can be considered that all the polarization phe-
nomena neglectable and the terminal voltage can be considered as the 
ideal voltage provided by the cell when no load is applied, that is the 
definition of the open circuit voltage [37]. The test carried on in this 
experimental campaign is composed by a charge of the cell according to 
the abovementioned CCCV protocol. Then, the cell is discharge at a very 
low discharge rate, C/40; after that the cell rests 1 h and then it charges 
at C/40. The quasi-static test protocol is shown in Fig. 10. 

The test has been repeated at 3 temperatures in order to analyze 
possible thermal effect of the OCV measurement, as shown in Fig. 11. 

From the test results (Fig. 11), it is evident that the temperature has 
no relevant effect on the measurement of the OCV. This is hugely 
documented in literature: temperature effect is known to be more 
evident only for very low charging level of the battery (SOC ≤ 0.15). The 

Fig. 9. Capacity test results under different temperatures and discharge rates.  
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dependency on the state of charge is much more relevant so that, in the 
lumped electro-thermal model developed in this work, an average with 
respect of the temperature is given as an input to the model and the OCV 
is extrapolated only as a function of the state of charge [38]. 

4.1.3. Resistive and capacitive parameters characterization 
An HPPC test campaign is realized in order to identify resistive and 

capacitive parameters of the lithium-ion cell under exam. The HPPC test 
is a very versatile protocol which is adapted to the analyzed cell [39]: in 
this case charge and discharge pulses are chosen according to the cell 
charge/discharge rate capabilities. According to manufacturer data-
sheet, this cell can be discharged and charge up to 4C, and for this 
reason, the pulses are at maximum as equal as 4C. To identify parame-
ters at different state of charge conditions the cell is initially charge up to 
100 % according to CCCV protocol and let rest for 1 h. After that, the cell 
periodically undergoes the following steps:  

1. Cell is discharged of at 10 % at 1C.  
2. Cell rests for 1 h to be completely stabilized from a thermal and 

electrical point of view.  
3. Cell undergoes a series of pulses in charge and discharge at C/4, 4C/ 

5, 6C/5, 2C and 4C. 

This sequence of steps is repeated until the cell reaches the 10 %. Of 
course, no pulses sequences are considered in the conditions of fully 
recharged and fully discharge cell in order not to let the cell operate in 
over discharge/overcharge conditions. 

The test is repeated at 4 temperatures (0, 10, 20 and 40 ◦C) to have a 
full comprehension of battery behavior in a wide range of temperatures. 
The current profile and voltage response of an HPPC test and the zoom of 
the pulses sequence are shown in Fig. 12. 

With the current and voltage profiles, finally, it is possible to obtain 
resistive and capacitive parameters through an optimization algorithm. 
First, the ohmic resistance is estimated as the immediate voltage drop 
(Fig. 13) divided by the pulse current as follows [40]: 

R0 =
v0 − v1

I0 − I1
(17) 

Then, the charge-transfer resistance R1 and the double layer capac-
itance C1 are obtained by minimizing the error between the voltage drop 
measured during the pulse and the regression model optimized in the 

following equations: 

err = vmeas(t) − v(t) = vmeas(t) − (OCV − R0 • I(t) − vc(t) ) (18)  

vc(t) = vc(t − 1) • exp
(

−
Δt1− 2

R1 • C1

)

+R1 • I(t − 1)
(

1 − exp
(

−
Δt1− 2

R1 • C1

))

(19) 

This means that the RC-branch parameters are optimized in order to 
reduce error between the model fitting the data for each pulse. This 
optimization process allows to estimate the resistive and capacitive 
parameters in all the different conditions considered in the test protocol. 
The parameters obtained are plotted in Fig. 14 with respect of the 
temperature. 

The analysis of the resistive parameters with respect of temperature 
shows that, within the range of temperature guaranteed by the manu-
facturer, the resistances (Figs. 14, 15, 17, 18) decrease with respect of 
temperature: this is due to the fact that all the losses due to the migration 
of ions from solid phase to liquid phase are lower at higher temperature 
due to higher diffusion and mass transport parameters. This Arrhenius 
behavior noticed in the resistive parameters allows to use a more precise 
extrapolation model in order to estimate electrical parameters at tem-
perature other than the ones at which the measurements have been done 
[41]. This allows to greatly reduce test matrix, keeping a good estima-
tion of electrical parameters within the operability window of the cell. 
From the results, as much as the cell get closer to the fully discharged 
condition (SOC = 0), the resistance increases. On the other side, the 
double-layer capacitance (Figs. 16, 19) shows an increasing behavior 

Table 6 
Capacity characterization stability analysis.  

Parameter under analysis 0 ◦C 10 ◦C 20 ◦C 

(CT

Cn

)

• 100 
91.3 % 97.1 % 100.3 % 

(CMAX
T − CMIN

T
Cn

)

• 100  
8.7 % 3.3 % 1.6 %  

Fig. 10. Quasi-static OCV test protocol.  

Fig. 11. Quasi-static OCV test results.  
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with respect of the temperature and as much as the cell get closer to fully 
charged condition (SOC = 1), the double-layer capacitance increases. 

4.2. Numerical estimation of thermal parameters 

The following thermal parameters of a lithium-ion cell need to be 
calibrated: 

Thermal capacity of the lithium-ion cell Cth = ρcV.  

• Thermal conductivity along radial direction kr  
• Thermal conductivity along axial direction ka. 

In this work, these parameters have been determined fitting experi-
mental data [42]. Simulations have been iterated until the error between 
model output and experimental measurement has been minimized. The 
abovementioned parameters have been optimized at 1C charge 
(Fig. 15a), and then the model agreement with experimental data has 
been evaluated in the other conditions discharge rates at 1C, 2C and 4C 
as Fig. 15 shows. 

The values obtained from model fitting are Cth = 180 J
K, kr = 0,2 W

mK, 
ka = 32 W

mK. 
The RMS errors of the model fitting the experimental data in the 4 

different cases are shown in Table 7. 
From Table 6 and considering the huge available literature about 

usual thermal capacity and thermal conductivities [43] values of a 
lithium-ion cell, it can be concluded that the values obtained from the 
optimization process are precise enough to describe thermal behavior of 
the lithium-ion cell [44]. 

4.3. Experimental characterization of the cooling plate 

To accurately estimate the pressure loss in the cooling plate, an 
experimental test bench for its characterization has been designed and 
constructed (description in Section 2). The cooling plate has been tested 
at constant temperature (25◦C). The results of the characterization 
campaign are shown in Fig. 16. 

Each measurement consists in the following steps:  

• Manual regulation of the volumetric flow. 
• 30 s measurement at the maximum frequency allowed by the data-

logger (fmeas < 1 Hz).  
• Average of the measurement and obtention of the point on the 

volumetric flow – pressure drop plot. 

First of all, the pressure sensors are calibrated and if necessary, an 
offset is set in order to begin the measurement with pin = pout . Due to 
pump limitation, it has been possible to measure the curve up to 3 l

min, 
the measurements allow to calibrate a regression model to estimate 
pressure losses at higher volumetric flow than measured [45]. The fitted 
regression model has the following expression: 

Δpmod = Δp0 + sp • V̇2
f (20) 

Once determined the optimal values for the offset Δp0 and the co-
efficient sp, a coefficient of determination R2 ≅ 97% is obtained. 
Finally, the Sieder and Tate correlation [46] has been used for heat 
transfer coefficient calculation (Eq. (21)) and the results are shown in 
Fig. 17 for 4 different volumetric flows. 

Nu =

[(
D
L

)

Re Pr
]0,33(μ

μs

)0,14

(21)  

5. Validation of the cell electro-thermal model 

The model has been validated experimentally with a normalized real 
driving emission cycle. From the required power, the current profile has 

Fig. 12. HPPC test profile (a); Charge/discharge pulses sequence (b).  

Fig. 13. Pulse method for parameters identification.  
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been obtained and it has been integrated in the battery cycler (Fig. 18). 
The current profile has been expressed in terms of c-rate: this vali-

dation allows to validate the battery electric behavior in multiple c-rate 
conditions, making the validation process more general and valuable 
than a single rate charge/discharge validation cycle. Current and 
voltage are measured, and the experimental voltage has been compared 
to the modeled voltage. The test has been carried out at 23 ◦C. Three 
thermocouples have been placed on the cell surface to measure tem-
perature: two thermocouples are placed on the terminals of the cell and 
a third thermocouple is placed on the center of the lateral cylindrical 
surface. The agreement of the model results has been evaluated ac-
cording to the root mean square error indicator: 

rmse% =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
n1

∑n1

i=1
(vsim − vmeas)

2

√

mean(vmeas)
• 100 (22) 

The results of model agreement are shown in Figs. 19-20. 
The errors for the electrical model and the thermal model are sum-

marized in Table 8. 
In order to further validate the model and considering the applica-

tion of the module for an e-bus, another cycle has been considered. A 
route of a touristic electrified bus has been used to analyze discharge 
capability of the cell. The normalized current and voltage profile are 
provided in Fig. 21 for a particular route. Furthermore, the bus is 

supposed to start from a fully charged condition (SOC = 1) and to finish 
the cycle at about SOC = 0.3. 

The characteristics of the bus are summarized in Table 9. 
With the information provided for the bus battery and the cycle 

represented in Fig. 26, it is possible to obtain a normalized current 
profile for the 32,700 cell under exam. In order to get a correct esti-
mation of the current profile, the power required to the bus must be 
provided by a theoretical battery pack composed by the 32,700 cell: 

Pbatt.bus = Vbatt.bus • Ibatt.bus = vcell • Icell • Ncell.total (23) 

Once calculated the number of cells in parallel and in series, keeping 
the power and energy requirements, 

Ncell.series =
vn.batt

vn.cell
(24)  

Ncell.parallel =
Cn.batt

Cn.cell
(25) 

and considering that: 

Ncell.total = Ncell.series • Ncell.parallel (26)  

it is possible to estimate the correct current profile for the 32,700 cy-
lindrical cells under exam. 

The current profile has been implemented in the battery cycler 

Fig. 14. Electric parameters maps.  
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software and the cell has been cycled at 2 temperatures, 0 and 20 ◦C. The 
results are given in terms of measured and modeled state of charge in 
Fig. 22. The model can accurately describe the discharge capability of 
the cell, enlightening the differences according to cell power require-
ment and temperature of the test. The following expressions have been 
considered, respectively, for the measured and modeled state of charge: 

SOCmeas = SOC0 −

∫ tf
t0

vmeas(t) • I(t)dt
3600 • CAh

(27)  

SOCsim = SOC0 −

∫ tf
t0

vsim(t) • I(t)dt
3600 • CAh

(28) 

From the results it can be understood that lower temperatures lead to 
higher energy discharge for the bus battery. This can be particularly 
interesting when the bus is operating in a very harsh climate condition 
or in a milder one: in fact, the battery at 0 ◦C discharges about 6 % more 
than at 20 ◦C [47]. Using the model, it is possible to estimate the further 
battery cell discharge at very low temperature. In Fig. 23, it is possible to 
observe that in a bus cycle at − 20 ◦C, 15 % higher discharge than at 

standard temperature is produced in the cell. This indicates that at these 
very low temperatures, very likely the battery could be almost totally 
discharged at the end of the cycle. For this reason, the development of a 
good thermal management system is fundamental to let the battery 
operate always in the optimal temperature range. The reason of this 
further discharge is due by the fact that at lower temperatures two 
negative phenomena are having impact on cell performance. From one 
side the capacity of the cell decreases leading to a quicker discharge of 
the cell. On the other side the resistive parameters of the cells increase, 
and consequently heat losses increase. 

6. Thermal analysis 

By using the developed numerical tools, it is possible to analyze the 
module from a thermal and energetical point of view [48]. The case 
study is the charging process of a battery module at different charging 
rates. The charging process is considered to start at SOC = 0 and to 
finish at SOC = 1. This analysis has very important outcomes [49]: 

Fig. 15. Calibration of thermal parameters in the 4 different conditions.  
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• It allows to design adequately a thermal management system ac-
cording to environment conditions (ambient temperature) and heat 
generated by the module (which depends on the rate of charge).  

• It allows to find the hot spots of the module which can eventually be 
the trigger of a thermal runaway of the entire module.  

• It allows to evaluate the performance of the module coupled to the 
serpentine cooling plate operating at any demanded condition. 

The thermal analysis of the module is assessed by quantifying the 
impact that the variation of 4 operation parameters (Tamb, crate,Tc, V̇f )

has to the following 3 variables:  

• Peak temperature in the module at the end of the charging process, 
Tmax.  

• Thermal gradient between the cells of the module at the end of the 
charging process, ΔTcells.  

• The time interval that the cells spend within the optimal temperature 
range [15 35]◦C over the total charging time, 

(
Δtopt/Δtchg

)
. 

Fig. 16. Pressure drop measurements.  

Table 7 
RMS errors for thermal parameters estimation through numerical fitting.   

1C charge 1C discharge 2C discharge 4C discharge 

RMSE [◦C] 0.28 0.48 0.70 1.46  

Fig. 17. Estimated heat transfer coefficient.  

Fig. 18. Multi-rate profile for model validation.  

Fig. 19. Validation of the electrical model.  
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Fig. 20. Validation of the thermal model in the lateral surface (a), in the negative terminal (b), in the positive terminal (c).  

Table 8 
Root Mean Square Errors for the model.  

Variable RMSE [%] 

Terminal voltage 1.44 
Surface temperature 1.95 
Positive terminal temperature 1.20 
Negative terminal temperature 1.90  

Fig. 21. Normalized current and voltage profiles for a touristic bus route.  

Table 9 
Bus characteristics.  

Characteristic Value 

Battery capacity [kWh] 150 
Battery nominal voltage [V] 616 
Number of cells in series 168 
Number of cells in parallel 1  
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With this aim a parametric study that required 240 simulations have 
been carried on. The 4 parameters have varied within reasonable ranges 
as follows:  

• Charge rate: 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C.  
• Ambient temperature: 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 ◦C.  
• Coolant temperature: 10, 20 and 30 ◦C.  
• Volumetric flow: 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 l/min. 

Results of the thermal analysis are shown in Figs. 24 and 25for two 
scenarios: hot climate conditions (Tamb = 40 ◦C) and cold climate con-
ditions (Tamb = 0 ◦C). The rows shown in each figure correspond to the 
contour plots of the 3 variables obtained with each C-rate considered in 
the study. The coolant temperature is supposed to vary between 10 and 
30 ◦C. This situation would be the case in which the coolant is inter-
acting with the A/C circuit, since otherwise the coolant would be at the 
same temperature as the environment. On the other hand, it is not a goal 
of this study to go further in showing how a possible A/C circuit for 
coolant refrigeration works. In this case, it will be supposed that the A/C 
circuit provides the coolant at a given temperature and it will be 

analyzed its impact on the cells' thermal evolution. The goal of this 
analysis is to find out the volumetric flow and coolant temperature 
(operation point of the cooling system) which allow to charge the bat-
tery module keeping is temperature below the temperature limit indi-
cated by the manufacturer. For this cell, the temperature limit indicated 
by the manufacturer is 45◦C. 

In the hot climate condition case (Tamb = 40 ◦C), at the beginning of 
the charging process, the cells are at a temperature higher than the 
temperature of the coolant. Hence, the coolant is surely cooling down 
the cells of the module. Looking at the maximum cell temperature in the 
module, independently of the coolant temperature, the increase of its 
volumetric flow leads to lower cell temperatures. On the other hand, at 
the same volumetric flow, the coolant temperature decrease will reduce 
the cell temperature in the module. Regarding the spatial temperature 
difference, the trends are the opposite to that observed for the maximum 
cell temperature. The temperature gradient is reduced as the volumetric 
flow of coolant increases and as the coolant temperature increases. 
Fig. 24 also shows that the cells operate more time in the optimal tem-
perature range as the volumetric flow increases and the temperature 
decreases [50]. 

In the 1C charging process, the temperature is kept below the tem-
perature limit for each operation point considered in this analysis. Of 
course, increasing the volumetric flow and decreasing the coolant 
working temperature, the maximum temperature in the module can be 
kept around 20–25◦C, which is the optimal thermal operation point for 
lithium-ion cells. Furthermore, the thermal gradient in the module can 
be kept below 1 ◦C for the highest volumetric flow considered in this 
analysis and the time spent within the optimal temperature range can be 
up to 85 %. From the user point of view, of course, it is interesting to 
reduce as more as possible the duration of the charging process. 
Nowadays, the automotive manufacturers have pushed the duration of 
the charging process down to 20 min. If it is considered a complete 
charging process from SOC = 0 to SOC = 1, this means to charge the 
battery at 3C. Looking at Fig. 24, it can be observed that only a limited 
portion of the cooling system operation points can satisfy the condition 
of T < 45◦C: in particular only for volumetric flows above 3 l/min and 
coolant temperature below 18 ◦C, this condition is satisfied. 

The situation radically worsens going to the 4C charging process: this 
ambitious milestone has not been achieved yet and with the cooling 
system designed for this battery module, the temperature in the module 
achieves critical values and the battery module spends most of the 
charging process duration outside the optimal temperature range. 

In the cold climate condition case (Tamb = 0 ◦C), at the beginning of 
the considered charging velocities, the coolant should heat up the cells 
because such low temperature could accelerate all the ageing mecha-
nisms inside the cells such as formation of dendrites and loss of lithium 
inventory and capacity loss. All the previous observations about coolant 
volumetric flow and temperature impact to maximum cell temperature 
and gradient apply as well. However, the monotonic trend of the cell 
operating time in the optimal temperature range observed at warm 
ambient conditions does not happen. At 4C charging battery cells 
operate at optimum temperature range longer time than during 2C and 
3C rates. In this case, the self-heating of the cells aid the thermal man-
agement system to achieve the optimal temperature range quicker. 

Regarding the 1C charging, it is observed that all the possible oper-
ation points considered in this analysis keep the battery temperature 
within a reasonable operation temperature range: the highest temper-
ature achieved is 32 ◦C, considering the coolant working at 30 ◦C. On the 
other hand, the lowest temperature is achieved in the case the coolant 
temperature is equal to 10 ◦C: in this case the battery module achieves 
18 ◦C. As it is hugely commented and shown in literature, the battery 
optimal temperature is included between 20 and 25 ◦C. Therefore, it 
would be better to operate the cooling system at a higher temperature 
than 10 ◦C in this case, to achieve higher working temperatures for the 
battery module. In this case the time spent within the optimal temper-
ature range can be go up to 80 % of the total charging process duration. 

Fig. 22. Agreement of the model in terms of SOC evolution at 0 and 20 ◦C.  

Fig. 23. Estimated discharge of the battery cell at different ambient 
temperatures. 
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As well as for the hot climate condition case, also in this case the 3C 
charging process has been taken as a fast-charging process according to 
current state of technology. In this case the charging process would last 
only 20 min for a complete battery recharge and the temperature ach-
ieved during the process are always below the thermal limit. Compared 
to the hot climate condition, this case seems to be less critical from the 
point of view of the maximum temperature achieved in the battery 
module, because any operation point within the ranges above specified, 
can satisfy the thermal limitation imposed by the manufacturer. On the 
other hand, the drawback is that in this case the charging process starts 
at low temperature, which can shorten the lifespan of the battery due to 
acceleration of the ageing processes. This ageing aspect is not considered 
in this work, but it should be analyzed in a deeper analysis of the cooling 
system design for charging of battery modules. For example, the battery 
could be pre-heated up to an established initial battery charging tem-
perature and then, the charging process could be started. 

Complementary to the thermal analysis, an energetic analysis of the 
battery module can be done. 

This analysis allows to identify the amount of energy which is 
effectively stored inside the battery and the energy which is lost because 
of the heat generation. Furthermore, all the heat generated inside the 
battery module is divided into 2 aliquots: the heat absorbed into the 
module which causes the increase of the cells temperatures and the heat 
dissipated into the coolant. The knowledge of the actual heat generation 
is fundamental to estimate the battery module energy efficiency, while 
the knowledge of the heat dissipation is used for evaluating the battery 
cooling system capabilities. 

For the abovementioned parametric study, an energy balance of the 
module during the charging process has been considered. The total en-
ergy supplied to the module is expressed by Eq. (32) [51]. Since in every 
case the charge process finishes when the module achieves the fully 
charged condition (SOC = 1), the energy supplied to the module is the 

same. 

Esupplied =
∑Ncells

i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
vcell,i(t) • i(t)

)
• dt (32) 

In this model, the energy supplied to the battery is the sum of two 
aliquots, which are the electric energy stored in the cells and the heat 
generated by the cells in the module: 

Esupplied = Estored +Qg (33) 

The electric energy stored corresponds to the capacity with which 
the module has been effectively charged. The rest of the energy supplied 
to the module has been lost as heat generated by the cells. 

This energy balance can be expressed in percentage as show the bar 
plots of Fig. 26. 

The energy balance is presented for 12 different cases which can be 
divided in 3 scenarios: the first scenario, represented by the 4 plot in the 
first row, takes into account the case in which Tamb = Tc, that could 
represent the charge of the battery after a long stop; the second scenario, 
represented by the 4 plots in the second row, considers the case in which 
Tamb < Tc, that mimics the charge of the battery in a cold climate and 
with the BMS in heating mode; the last scenario considers the case in 
which Tamb > Tc and it is represented by the plots in the bottom row. 
This last case could represent the charging of the battery in very warm 
condition and with the BMS in cooling mode. For each scenario, four 
coolant volumetric flows are considered in the analysis. Finally, each 
plot shows the value of the heat generated and the electric energy stored 
in the cells relative to the total supplied energy for 4 different charging 
rates. 

It can be observed that, regardless of the considered case, the energy 
stored in the cells is always higher than 90 %. This result could be 
assumed as a global energy efficiency of the module charging process. 

Fig. 24. Results of thermal analysis at 40 ◦C.  
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Fig. 25. Results of thermal analysis at 0 ◦C.  

Fig. 26. Bar plot of energy stored and heat generated by the cells in percentage.  
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Furthermore, the heat generation percentage gets higher as the module 
is charged at higher charging rate. Besides, results in Fig. 26 show that 
the effects of coolant flow and temperature are negligible in comparison 
with the charge rate effect. 

The heat generated by the cells, that is inversely proportional to the 
charging efficiency, strongly depends on c-rate as can be concluded 
observing every row of Fig. 27. 

The generated heat increases exponentially as the charging rate in-
creases for moderate ambient temperatures while it rises almost linearly 
for extremely warm ambient temperatures. Furthermore, comparing the 
four plots of every column, it can be checked that the thermal boundary 
conditions of the module (ambient temperature, fluid temperature and 
mass flow) have an impact on the heat generation of the cells, but is 
negligible in comparison with the charge rate effect. The heat generation 
can also be expressed as the algebraic sum of two terms representing the 
heat dissipated by the cells to their surroundings (module components, 
the coolant and air) and the heat absorbed by cells which contributes to 
increase their temperature. 

Qg = Qabs +Qd (34) 

The total heat absorbed by cells and the heat dissipated can be 
expressed by Eqs. (35, 36), respectively: 

Qabs =
∑Ncells

i=1

(
Tcell,end,i − Tcell,0,i

)
• Cth (35)  

Qd =
∑Ncells

i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
Tcell,i − Tsurf ,i

)
• kcore,surf • dt (36) 

The heat absorbed in a cell depends on its temperature variation 
during charging and the thermal capacity of the cell, as it is shown in 
Fig. 28. Therefore, if the cell temperature increases during charging, this 

term will be positive, while in the opposite situation the heat absorbed 
will be negative. A negative absorbed heat represents a heat which is 
dissipated to the other elements. In the same way, a positive heat 
dissipated by the cells means that heat is transferred from the cell to the 
surroundings, and a negative dissipation indicates that heat is trans-
ferred to the cell core. 

Regarding the results shown in Fig. 28, the following remarks can be 
done:  

• When Tamb = Tc, both the heat dissipated and the heat absorbed in 
the cells are positive. This is due because, for each condition 
analyzed, the cells heat up during charging and their temperature is 
always higher than those of the other elements. 

• When Tamb < Tc, the cells still heat up during charging in each con-
dition analyzed, therefore the absorbed heat is positive. Nonetheless, 
in this scenario, the coolant is heating up the module to make it work 
in a milder range of temperatures. Therefore, the heat dissipated is 
negative, which means that heat is transferred from the coolant to 
the cells.  

• When Tamb > Tc, the heat dissipated is obviously always positive, 
that is cells transfer heat to the other elements in the system. The 
heat absorbed can be either positive, when the heat dissipated to the 
surroundings is higher than the heat generated by the cells, as in 
1C–2C charging with 2.5 l/min of coolant flow case, or positive 
when the heat generated by the cells is higher than the heat dissi-
pated from the cells, as in 3C–4C charging with 2.5 l/min of coolant 
flow case. 

Taking advantage of the suitability of the proposed model to evaluate 
the thermal state of the different components of the module, it is 
interesting to discern the distribution of the heat between the different 
components of the module. For this analysis, the scenario with the 

Fig. 27. Bar plot of the heat generation by cells.  
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warmest ambient (40 ◦C) and the lowest coolant temperature (10 ◦C) has 
been considered. At such conditions the heat dissipated by cells is always 
positive. Fig. 29 shows pie diagrams of the distribution of the heat 
transferred from the cells to the coolant and the other module compo-
nents at different charging velocities (rows) and coolant flows 
(columns). 

As expected, these results show that the heat absorbed by the module 
components is highly dependent on the charging velocity. At 4C, almost 
20 % of the heat dissipated by cells is absorbed by these elements, 
confirming the possibility of creating undesirable hot spots in the 
module. The results also show the small dependance of coolant heat 
dissipation on the coolant volumetric flow, which produce a scarce 

increase of 2 % of the heat dissipated by cells at maximum flow increase. 

7. Conclusions 

In this work, a lumped model of a lithium-ion battery module 
composed by 32,700 cylindrical cells cooled by a serpentine cooling 
plate is presented and validated. The suitability of the model to assess 
thermal issues in vehicle batteries is also shown. The results of this 
investigation lead to the following conclusions:  

• The model has been validated against measured data in a high- 
dynamic driving cycle showing a good agreement both for the elec-
trical variables (terminal voltage and state of charge prediction) and 
the thermal parameters (temperatures of terminals and surface). The 
RMS errors of the thermal part are all less than 2 %.  

• An electric bus route has been used to confirm the reliability of the 
model to identify the impact of temperature operation to the per-
formance of the module. The bus route simulation predicted an over 
discharge of the module of 6 % when it operates at 0 ◦C rather than at 
20 ◦C. This observation confirms that, due to resistances increase and 
capacity loss, the cells of the module discharge quicker as the oper-
ation temperature decreases.  

• The cell peak temperature in the module, the cell temperature 
gradient and the time spent by the cells within the optimal temper-
ature range were the parameters considered in this investigation to 
characterize the thermal state of the module at different charging 
rates (from 1C to 4C) and thermal boundaries. Results obtained for 
the most critical situation (warm climate module operation) show 
that at ultra-fast charging rate (3C) the cooling system allows to keep 
the operation temperature of cells within the optimal temperature 
range <4 min (Δtopt

Δtchg
< 20%). However, the peak temperature at the 

end of charging does not reach the maximum operating temperature 
specified by the cell manufacturer (45 ◦C) and the temperature 
gradient is maintained below 2.5 ◦C, which is acceptable for battery 
operation. 

Fig. 28. Bar plot of the heat dissipated by the cells and the heat absorbed in the cells.  

Fig. 29. Distribution of the heat transferred from the cells to the coolant and 
the other module components at different charging velocities and coolant flows. 
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• The energy analysis of the set of cells in the module during charging 
has shown that independently of the thermal boundaries, the effi-
ciency of the module is kept around 90 %, being the rest of energy 
transformed in heat generated by cells. Around 80 % of this heat 
energy is dissipated in the coolant when module is charged at 4C 
rate. This percentage is increased up to 95 % for slowest charging 
rate (1C). The rest of generated heat is transferred to the rest of 
module components. 
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